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1.

Introduction

In the very early days of the Internet, when you wanted to watch a video or listen to a song online, your request
would go from your computer to a server, which would then return the media you requested. If too many requests
came in at once, that server could be overloaded and crash, becoming unresponsive to anyone trying to access
the content it hosted. This made it inefficient and expensive for anyone trying to host their infrastructure.
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) as we know them today, such as Akamai, Cloudflare, or Amazon CloudFront,
came to solve this problem, and it is one of the most important technologies to keep improving.
CDNs serve more than 80% of the Internet’s traffic. The main goal is to minimize latency – the delay between
submitting a request for a video and the feed loading on your device – by reducing the physical distance that the
request has to travel. For example, a UK visitor wishing to stream a live video that originates at a US-based server
will experience poor loading times if this request travels across the Atlantic. To mitigate this, CDN’s cache and
deliver in real-time segmented pieces of the video in multiple geographical locations worldwide, known as points
of presence. These points of presence will contain their edge servers and be responsible for delivering the live
stream in the user’s location, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A Typical CDN solution

Today, developers and media platforms trying to scale their infrastructure rely on centralized platforms; this
comes with heavy turnarounds such as censorship, privacy, and data ownership concerns. Third-party companies
will have all your private information at their disposal and a “kill-switch” to all your content whenever it fits their or
somebody else’s needs. This is called “de-platforming,” and it is a growing threat that is already happening.
Content delivery will rely on a specific company or single point of failure. Now, it is time for a change.
Because of the lack of options, big media platforms like Youtube (Google Cloud CDN) or Twitch (Amazon
CloudFront) and many other websites and applications have to serve content through centralized solutions. These
platforms must comply with the CDN’s terms of service removing access to user-generated content or risk being
banned, limiting one of the fundamental rights of a human being: freedom of speech.
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1.1

Privacy Matters

Privacy usually refers to an individual’s control over the timing, extent, and circumstances of sharing personal
information, and it is becoming increasingly important in our world. For example, someone with something to say
or share may decline to do this due to all kinds of KYC (Know Your Customer) processes that need to pass to use
a centralized CDN solution. We live in a world that needs more content created, not less.
The need for a privacy-focused CDN is hard to ignore after many of the data leaks that happened in the past, with
centralized companies exposing or selling personal information to all kinds of hackers and malicious entities. After
trusting these third-party services with terrible security standards or intentions, the only genuinely affected one is
always the end-user.

1.2

Unstoppable Content Delivery

Imagine a media platform like Twitch or YouTube where visitors and the community help host the site's content
and decide everything within the ecosystem. The more people who use a p2p-powered network, the faster and
more resilient it becomes; Peer-to-peer communication and blockchain technology cut out the middleman and let
people communicate on their terms. There are no more client/server scenarios – just a network of peers, all equal
interacting and transacting directly with each other.

1.3

Web3: Self-Sustained Ecosystems Powered by Tokens

The DeFi space has seen an explosion in technological advancements, particularly in the last few months, with a
host of new high throughput and low-cost transaction chains poised to enter or already in the market.
Blockchain-powered applications have a real chance of competing with centralized technology as there is no
apparent difference in user experience or performance. At the same time, blockchains provide several key
advantages over the centralized counterparty, such as data ownership, privacy, and compensation.
Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies offer a fully distributed and trustless way to reward network
participants for the expended resources. As we move towards Web3, the web will reflect its original peer-to-peer
intent.

1.4

Blockchain Media Platforms

So far, no approach has been proposed for retrieving and consuming “last-mile” content in a decentralized and
distributed economy, where anyone can participate. “Last-mile” is widely used to refer to the networks’ final leg
that delivers data to retail end-users (customers).
Solutions like Filecoin, Storj, or IPFS still have one major flaw; there are no incentives for the last layer of
computers which serve the content. Right now, anyone using these networks will have to rely on centralized CDN
solutions to deliver data to end-users.
Even if some of these projects are decentralized at their core, they still face heavy centralization at the edge
when consuming the protocol.
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Figure 2: Platforms using centralized CDN solutions at the edge.

Users end up relying on third-party service providers to download the content. This generates a single point of
failure, centralization, and increased latency. There is always one more hop for the user to interact with the
blockchain first and then retrieve the data from one of the centralized providers. It makes data and high-quality
real-time video impossible to deliver efficiently. They do not provide tailored mechanisms for service providers to
form CDNs or sponsor the content retrieval process for their users.

2.

Media Network

Introducing: Media Network, a new protocol that bypasses traditional CDN providers’ centralized approach for a
self-governed and open source solution where everyone can participate. A distributed economy that enables
anyone with spare bandwidth resources to monetize them, earning MEDIA Network Tokens in exchange for their
contributions to the network.

Figure 3: Platforms using Media Network as a decentralized CDN solution.

Any existing infrastructure can now be scaled by hiring bandwidth-on-demand without constraining long-term
business commitments or compromising privacy. No accounts, KYC, or personal information is required at any
point for any of the network participants.
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2.1

How It Works

Media Network creates a distributed bandwidth market that enables service providers such as media platforms to
hire resources from the network and dynamically come and go as the demand for last-mile data delivery shifts. It
allows anyone to organically set up new Media Edges and serve content without introducing trust assumptions or
pre-authentication requirements. These participants earn MEDIA rewards for their bandwidth contributions, a
fixed supply SPL token minted on Solana’s Blockchain.
Media Network is the first dCDN in the crypto ecosystem. DAOs, NFT marketplaces, DeFi protocols, and web
applications can now complete their decentralized Web3 stack. This is critical to stop depending on centralized
providers to deliver content as these companies can be hacked, suffer outages, or deplatform projects without
previous notice.
To scale an existing infrastructure, developers or media platforms will have to buy MEDIA off exchanges, provide
liquidity to designated pools, and stake the resulting LP MEDIA tokens. After that, they will have to authenticate
with a Solana compatible wallet to any available front-ends (e.g., Media App) and set up their resources and
custom settings.
Once the transactions are confirmed, Media Guards will verify the amount of staked LP MEDIA tokens and, if
conditions are met, authorize the new resource into the network assigning bandwidth quotas, DNS names, and
security settings. Everything is encrypted with a password and recorded on Solana’s blockchain.
Fees are deducted automatically from the stake, depending on the community’s current fee pricing structure.
Bandwidth quota depends on the amount of LP tokens staked; the more MEDIA staked, the more burstable
bandwidth available for a specific resource. As the stake gets reduced by the data consumption, so is the
bandwidth available for that specific resource.
Media Edges listening to these on-chain transactions will start pulling the content from the origin and replicating it
worldwide, relaying the data on-demand. End users requesting the new URL instead of the original path to the
source will get the data from the closest edge based on geolocation and latency, optimizing last-mile delivery.
Now anyone can quickly scale heavy multimedia-dependent applications or websites and simultaneously hold
millions of requests without an engineer or compromising privacy.

2.2

Network Participants

●

Content Publishers / Media Platforms: Service providers staking LP MEDIA tokens and using Media
Network to scale an existing infrastructure.

●

Media Edge: They must stake LP MEDIA tokens to participate in the network. They earn MEDIA in
exchange for their services and can be slashed if bad behavior is detected, like relaying incorrect data to
end-users. These participants are anonymous, geographically distributed nodes running the Media Edge
software. They are in charge of the following tasks:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Retrieve on-chain records confirmed by the guards.
Apply custom settings per resource.
Pull data on demand.
Cache content.
Relay and deliver content to end-users via multiple protocols.
Send and confirm an on-chain report of usage.
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●

Media Guard: They secure and validate the network and are in charge of the following tasks:
➔ Verify the on-chain reports sent by the edges and confirm these transactions.
➔ Check the blockchain records and assign the right global allowances depending on the amount of LP
MEDIA staked.
➔ Include a list of all peers downloading the same content, creating a direct connection, and enabling the
p2p data transfer over WebRTC (Media PeerPool).
➔ Scan, identify, and elect malicious edges relaying incorrect data to, later on, vote for their removal from
the network.

●

2.3

End-Users: Any client streaming or retrieving content from the network using a web browser will
automatically share data in real-time with peers requesting the same content, dramatically reducing edge
load and helping the network scale horizontally. If connected to a Solana compatible wallet, end-users
staking LP MEDIA tokens will be eligible for rewards, depending on the amount of data shared.

Ecosystem Flow

Figure 4: Media Network Ecosystem Flow
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2.4

Stateless SIP Reverse Proxies

Media Network is a distributed decentralized network of stateless SIP reverse proxies. A stateless SIP proxy is
stateless; it does not store state, but that also means it does not need to lookup state information or write it back,
making it much faster and generally able to handle larger call loads than a stateful equivalent.
A reverse proxy is a server that sits in front of one or more web servers, intercepting client requests. This differs
from a forward proxy, where the proxy sits in front of the clients. With a reverse proxy, when clients send requests
to the origin server, those requests are intercepted at the network edge. The reverse proxy server will then send
requests to and receive responses from the origin server.
A forward proxy sits in front of a client and ensures that no origin server ever communicates directly with that
specific client. On the other hand, a reverse proxy sits in front of an origin server and ensures that no client ever
communicates directly with that origin server.

Figure 5: A Reverse Proxy Design

As we see in Figure 4, typically, all requests from D would go directly to F, and F would send responses directly to
D. With a reverse proxy, all requests from D will go directly to E, and E will send its requests to and receive
responses from F. E will then pass along the appropriate responses to D.
Below we outline some of the benefits of a reverse proxy:
●

Load Balancing - A popular website that gets millions of users every day may not be able to handle all of
its incoming site traffic with a single origin server. Instead, the site can be distributed among a pool of
different servers, all handling requests for the same site. In this case, a reverse proxy can provide a load
balancing solution that will distribute the incoming traffic evenly among the different servers to prevent
any single server from becoming overloaded. If a server fails, other servers can step up to handle the
traffic.

●

Protection from Attacks - With a reverse proxy in place, a website or service never needs to reveal the IP
address of its origin server(s). This makes it much harder for attackers to leverage a targeted attack
against them, such as a DDoS attack. Instead, the attackers will only target the reverse proxy, which will
have tighter security and more resources to fend off a cyber attack.
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●

Global Server Load Balancing (GSLB) - In this form of load balancing, a website can be distributed on
several servers around the globe, and the reverse proxy will send clients to the server that’s
geographically closest to them. This decreases the distances requests and responses need to travel,
minimizing load times.

●

Caching - A reverse proxy can also cache content, resulting in faster performance. For example, suppose
a user in Paris visits a reverse-proxied website with web servers in Los Angeles. In that case, the user
might connect to a local reverse proxy server in Paris, which will have to communicate with an origin
server in L.A. The proxy server can then cache (or temporarily save) the response data. Subsequent
Parisian users who browse the site will get the locally cached version from the Parisian reverse proxy
server, resulting in much faster performance.

●

SSL Encryption - Encrypting and decrypting SSL (or TLS) communications for each client can be
computationally expensive for an origin server. A reverse proxy can be configured to decrypt all incoming
requests and encrypt all outgoing responses, freeing up valuable resources on the origin server.

Some companies build their reverse proxies, but this requires intensive software and hardware engineering
resources and a significant investment in physical hardware. One of the easiest and most cost-effective ways to
reap a reverse proxy's benefits is by signing up for a CDN service.
Media Network provides all the performance and security features listed above, and another key difference is that
the community runs these proxies. There are no central servers involved or companies able to censor the relayed
data. The community decides everything through governance.

2.5

LP MEDIA Staking: Proof of Liquidity

In a proof-of-stake system (PoS), the more people stake, the more tokens are taken out of circulation. This could
be good for the price of the token short term, but low liquidity can get in the way of the network development and
growth in most situations. Media Network uses Liquidity Pool tokens as proof of liquidity. These LP MEDIA tokens
are staked instead of the network token, so increased staking ensures higher liquidity on all MEDIA pools.

Figure 6: Liquidity Grows with Stake instead of Shrinking, like in a Traditional POS Method
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Anyone interested in participating in the economy or making use of the available resources to scale their
infrastructure will first have to buy MEDIA off the market, provide liquidity to the pools, and then stake the LP
MEDIA tokens via the Media App or any other available front-end.
LP MEDIA tokens are similar to shares in an index fund. They are primarily useful for automatically maintaining a
portfolio of a certain weight. Nevertheless, because assets held in these pools are also available for trading on the
Serum DEX, LP tokens are also useful as proofs of liquidity. Moreover, because they are SPLs, they can be
transferred and staked like any other token.

2.6

Burstable Bandwidth Quota

The maximum available burstable bandwidth per wallet depends on the amount of LP MEDIA tokens staked. It is
measured in Gb/s (Gigabits per second) based on the 95% percentile method. The 95th percentile is a method
needed to deal with high-traffic applications like live video streaming. People gather to watch a stream at a
specific time, creating erratic bursting and massive peaks in usage. It is an alternative to either fixed or actual
data transferred payment methods. It represents the value that your bandwidth usage is at or under 95% of the
time, and every 5 minutes, your circuit is sampled by the guards for the total amount of bytes transferred. This
data is averaged over 300 seconds to estimate the average rate for the mentioned period per second. Averages
are collected every 5' and are stored in Solana’s blockchain. Once the month is over, the data is arranged from
high to low, with the top 5 % of data points being ignored. The following highest data showing after that becomes
the 95th percentile average. Thus, the fastest 5% of the traffic or the speediest 36 hours of the month are
annulled.
As the service providers have to stake LP Tokens, they will automatically earn liquidity provider fees, recharging
their stake and increasing the maximum burstable bandwidth quota. In cases where the data transfer fee
consumption is bigger than the liquidity provider rewards, media platforms will have to buy MEDIA off the market
and recharge their stake to maintain the burstable bandwidth quota within the same levels, as the stake gets
reduced automatically to pay for the data transfer fees.
Staked LP MEDIA tokens are collateral for the continuous bandwidth consumption and the maximum global
burstable bandwidth allowance per resource.

2.7

Data Transfer Fees

LP MEDIA tokens (e.g., MEDIA/USDC) get deducted automatically from each service provider’s active stake,
depending on the amount of conr fee rate previously set through the governance.
The Staking & Rewards Fund SPL Program will then unwrap the deducted LP tokens from the service providers
who used the service, keeping the MEDIA tokens inside the contract to pay for future Edges and Guards rewards,
and swapping the remaining tokens (e.g., SRM-SOL) to MEDIA for the weekly buyback and burn.

2.8

LP Unwrapping: Buyback-and-Burn

Buyback-and-burn refers to a network that generates income in one currency token and uses the proceeds to buy
back and “burn” its native token. The intent is to grow token value by reducing its supply as income grows. As
mentioned earlier, the Staking & Rewards SPL program unwraps the provider’s LP MEDIA tokens deducted from
the service provider’s stake and automatically swaps the non-MEDIA tokens to MEDIA using a Serum DEX AMM.
100% of that “protocol revenue” goes to a weekly buy and burn of MEDIA tokens. MEDIA will be a deflationary
currency, incentivizing token holders with this process.
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2.9

Media Consensus

Working in a monetary-incentivized environment that allows anyone to join creates several security risks.
Participants will likely try to maximize their monetary gains by using malicious strategies.
Media Network acts as a consensus protocol, constantly testing and verifying the integrity of the data delivered
and the bandwidth utilization for a correct rewards calculation. A Media Guard can elect the malicious edge if bad
behavior is detected. If the consensus decides to remove it from the network, such edge gets slashed, and the
guard that elected it gets rewarded with 20% of its MEDIA stake, while the remaining 80% is sent to the Staking &
Rewards Fund.
Media Guards compare the information stored in Solana’s blockchain and use the MD5 message-digest algorithm
to verify data integrity.

Figure 7: Bad Actors removed from the network.

3.

Media PeerPool: WebRTC Powered P2P Network

Media PeerPool is a CDN agnostic system that reduces up to 99% of bandwidth costs by leveraging peer-to-peer
browser functionality. It consists of shifting the CDN load back to the clients, following general edge computing
ideas. Peer-to-peer video streaming is an excellent example of meeting these challenges, and today, two current
web standards are here to solve these challenges natively in the browser: Media Source Extensions <audio> and
<video> tags with multimedia data, and WebRTC to solve the issues around cross-browser peer-to-peer data
streaming.

3.1

How it works

It works as a peer-assisted solution in which all downloaders of a specific file, or viewers of the same stream
share content with each other via WebRTC (allows data sharing to work inside web pages by allowing direct
peer-to-peer communication) based on location and latency, reducing the load of the network dramatically, thus
improving the overall performance.
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Figure 8: Media PeerPool Creates a P2P Network between Peers, without Plugins or Extensions

Media PeerPool uses an ISP location and geolocation awareness concept to build WebRTC clusters, where every
peer belongs to a specific cluster. Peers from the same provider’s network and geographically close are assigned
to the same cluster through WebRTC connections. The system is designed to fulfill every request from peers
within its cluster, and in the case of live streaming, if the peer cannot receive the data from the p2p network in
time, it will request it from the CDN instead.
For connections behind multiple proxies or heavily restricted firewalls, the library uses the STUN protocol to
bypass any NAT connectivity issue and establish a direct pipe between peers over WebRTC.

3.2

Security

Media PeerPool implements WebRTC to transfer data between users. The channel used is secured using SCTP
protocols and TLS encryption. Communication with the Media Guards and Media Edges is done via secure
WebSocket, which uses the TLS. Content protection schemes remain the same when enabled. Every user session
starts with a standard client-server, manifest request, and media request. Media PeerPool is enabled only after
the user is authorized. The network sees the exact requests (tokens, keys, cookies). DRM and stream encryption
does not interfere with the technology since the data shared between peers is still the same even if the content is
encrypted. The service does not compromise the stream as decryption keys are not transferred through the p2p
network. Content is never stored locally or in any persistent data storage.

3.3

User Experience

This solution saves server bandwidth only when there is no risk of harming the user experience (UX). It prioritizes
UX and reliability above all else; therefore, the p2p / Network switching algorithm makes the end-users download
data from other peers only if they could be benefited from this. When there are no available peers, or the UX
might deteriorate, it returns to regular network delivery.
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3.4

Adaptive Bitrate

Media PeerPool supports adaptive bitrate technologies and does not interfere with them. The prefetch requests
segments from the same rendition (level) it currently resides in. Peers from different renditions do not share
segments.

3.5

Setup

Media PeerPool can be set up through the Media App, requiring staked LP MEDIA tokens to allow your domains
into the P2P network. The service requirement is to stake LP MEDIA tokens, and the community will decide the
amount through governance.

3.6

Peer Efficiency

Peer Efficiency is a percentage of data offloaded from the CDN at a given time. CDNs measure the ratio as
requests served from the CDN divided by the total number of requests. Media PeerPool’s efficiency is calculated
by dividing the number of bytes delivered from the peer-to-peer network by the total number of bytes delivered.
Peer Efficiency depends on many factors, including the quality of end-users internet connections, network
proximity, and more.

Peer efficiency

Avg. P2P Bitrate

Avg network bitrate

Increase in scalability

(% off-load)

(Mbps)

(Mbps)

0

0.00

1.00

None

50

0.50

0.50

2X

90

0.90

0.10

10X

98

0.98

0.02

50X

99

0.99

0.01

100X

99.9

0.999

0.001

1000X

Figure 9: Peer Efficiency, Bitrate, and Scalability Calculations

One of the essential factors in peer efficiency is the number of concurrent users. Although this is most efficient
for viral content, offloading ratios are excellent, even with few concurrent viewers. This means that this
technology can efficiently deliver content with fewer peers.
Media PeerPool helps end-users and makes them download data from edges or CDNs to fill the buffer’s critical
portion, so this does not add any delay to the overall playback experience.
Once the critical portion is filled, the system leverages p2p delivery to reduce the network's traffic while staying
ahead of the playback. Small video fragments or segments allow for more diversified delivery. This is the primary
reason we recommend configuring your transcoder to output many small segments rather than a small number of
large segments.
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In cases where the end-user cannot fetch segments via the edges or CDNs fast enough to fill the critical portion
because the edge is far or overloaded, Media PeerPool will improve UX and avoid stuttering since the end-user
will have more sources from which to download the required segments.

Figure 10: Media PeerPool Critical and Prefetch Data Portions

Figure 10 shows a typical video playback buffering (both with and without p2p functionality) and illustrates how
Media PeerPool divides the buffering into a critical and a prefetch portion. If the Media PeerPool library is
disabled, all the segments are fetched from the closest Media Edge. On the other hand, if Media PeerPool is
enabled, the content delivery becomes hybrid, as evidenced by the presence of WebRTC - p2p squares (i.e.,
segments fetched via p2p) in the prefetch portion of the buffer.

3.7

Standalone Integration

Media PeerPool is CDN agnostic; this means it can be used as a standalone component and save up to 99% of
your current CDN costs, even if you are not using Media Network as your primary CDN.

4.

Software and Resources

4.1

Media App

A front-end created by the Media Foundation to interact with Solana’s Blockchain and participate in the distributed
economy. It is compatible with any SPL (Solana Program Library) wallet. It enables developers to set up and
configure resources on the network, like new origins, or allowed domains to use the Media PeerPool library.
Media App front-end automatically shows all limits and quotas available per resource based on wallet weight.

4.2

Media Server

A software to transcode and broadcast live video streams, Media Server supports RTMP and HLS as output
formats. It also includes a web server and a live streaming player with Media PeerPool enabled by default.

4.3

Media Server Express

A live video streaming platform on the Media Network. It is a hosted version of the Media Server software, and it
showcases the network speed, resilience to censorship, and WebRTC p2p capabilities using the Media PeerPool
library.
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4.4

Media Edge

Serve data to end-users using your spare resources and earn MEDIA in exchange. This software authenticates
with your SPL wallet and will be available for Linux, macOS, and Windows.

5.

Media Network Token ($MEDIA)

The MEDIA Network Token is a deflationary and fixed supply SPL token that runs natively on Solana’s
high-performance blockchain. This allows the system to execute multiple required on-chain actions without
stressing fees or network congestion. Solana’s global, distributed network is specifically built to scale without
sacrificing decentralization or security to support users and devices in the billions. MEDIA is also available on the
Ethereum blockchain (as an ERC20 token).

5.1

Utility Token

The token powers the ecosystem acting as “bandwidth credits” and allows the creation of proper incentives to
foster network activity and growth. Staking LP MEDIA tokens is required to participate in the ecosystem and earn
rewards.
MEDIA is anticipated to hold the following utility:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Burst the network and make use of the available bandwidth to scale existing infrastructures
Governance
Pay for data transfer fees
Buyback-and-burn with the protocol revenue from fees
Run a Media Guard, help secure the network, and earn MEDIA
Run a Media Edge, relay data using your unused bandwidth, and earn MEDIA
Earn MEDIA when you share data to other peers downloading the same content
Use the Media PeerPool library as a standalone component and reduce up to 99% of your CDN costs
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5.3

Token Distribution

Total Supply - 10,000,000 MEDIA.

5.2

Token Addresses

Solana - SPL: ETAtLmCmsoiEEKfNrHKJ2kYy3MoABhU6NQvpSfij5tDs
Ethereum - ERC20: 0xdb726152680ece3c9291f1016f1d36f3995f6941
Coingecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/media-network
Coinmarketcap: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/media-network/

5.4

Liquidity and Vesting

Tokens are locked for over seven years. The team and the strategic partners are committed to the protocol’s
long-term success.

6.

Protocol Governance

The centralization of power also applies to open source projects. Before the launch of governance tokens, the
development team made critical decisions about the protocol’s future. As the governance tokens have become
their own, many decentralized open-source software teams hand the protocols to the holders through
governance tokens. Users holding governance tokens vote on new upgrades or proposals to the protocol,
weighted by the number of governance tokens they have.
Governance tokens allow the holders to vote and propose changes to modify the protocol's operation. The
proposals can range from adjusting the bandwidth pricing to changing the governance structure of the protocol
16

itself.

6.1

Proposed Governance Model

Media Network will include a simple model based on the MEDIA Network Token. Anyone can propose a
governance action for $10,000 U$S equivalent of MEDIA. The tokens will be returned to the proposer if a proposal
is voted through. Governance actions can potentially include the following types of changes:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Adjust Data Transfer Fees
Adjust Burstable Bandwidth Quota
Fee Structure
Buy-back and Burn Parameters
Feature Integrations
Replace a Media Guard
Protocol Governance Structure
Approve or Deny Grants
Staking & Rewards Fund structure
Remove resources with unwanted content

All proposals are subject to a three-day voting period, and any address with voting power can vote for or against
the proposal. If a majority and at least 1M votes are cast for the proposal, it will be implemented after three days.
This is only an outline, and the exact procedure for implementing the governance process will be determined later.
Locked and staked MEDIA will be eligible for governance.

7.

Roadmap
●

Phase One: “Devnet”
○
○
○
○
○
○

●

Phase Two: “MEDIA Token”
○
○
○

●

Genesis
Media Guard
Media Edge
Media PeerPool
Media App
Media Server Express

Token Generation Event
MEDIA IEO
dCDN Network Launch

Phase three: “Integrations”
○
○
○
○
○

IPFS
Handshake
Arweave
Livepeer
On-Chain Governance
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●

Phase Four: “Multi-Chain dCDN”
○
○
○
○

●

Phase Five: “Mainnet”
○
○
○
○
○

8.

Ethereum
Avalanche
Matic
Binance Smart Chain

Media Scan: Network Explorer & Analytics
Media Edge (Public Launch)
Staking Pools / LP MEDIA
LP MEDIA Consumption / Buy-back & Burn
Media App iOS / Android

About Us

The Media Foundation is committed to more democratic, efficient, and decentralized content delivery networks.
Building the infrastructure, our team comprises engineers, researchers, scientists, designers, and entrepreneurs
who share the same vision.

8.1

Open Source Grants

Businesses pay thousands of dollars for some SaaS software while ignoring the maintainers who write the
open-source code itself. Maintainers do critical work, enabling companies to create billions of dollars in value, yet
open source maintainers capture none of that value. Many of them struggle to reach a barely livable wage via
donations. Most are eventually forced to get a job making proprietary software. It is unfortunate, but GitHub stars
will not pay the rent.
Reliable, error-free transitive dependencies are invisible. Therefore, the maintainers are invisible too. Furthermore,
the better the maintainers do their job, the more invisible they become. No one visits a repository for a transitive
dependency that works perfectly – there is no reason to do so. However, a developer investigating an error stack
trace might visit the repository for no other reason than to file an issue. At least then, there is a slight chance they
will see the plea in the README.
The Media Foundation is fully committed to this cause and will propose grants to teams and individuals building
projects on the network. This also applies to GitHub contributors and the maintainers of the repositories we use to
build the stack components. These grants will be decided and assigned by the token holders through governance.
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